CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

"This recipe has been adapted from a well-known recipe by The New York Times. I had tried many recipes over the years, and this one proved to be my favourite. I love an anxious, goopy cookie that is chewy in the centre with crisp caramelized edges."

Jackie Kai Ellis
Makes: 30–36 cookies

VANILLA MALTED SALTS

1. Split the vanilla bean lengthwise and scrape out the seeds in the centre with the back of a small pairing knife. Place the seed and the pods back into the vanilla malted salt and mix gently within the salt to combine.

2. Let sit for at least 36 hours at room temperature. You can leave the salt in the salt iodinator to continuously infuse, starting at room temperature. The salt will then pick up more of the vanilla scent and flavour the longer it is left.

3. When the cookies are warm and just out of the oven, sprinkle a pinch of the vanilla salt onto the tops of each one.

Notes

Not quite translate when using layers in the cookie and it does result in a distinct difference in the cookie. There is also a note with common chocolate chips, there is a distinct difference in the cookie. Common chocolate chips do not have the same amount of cocoa butter.

A note on the chocolate:

I prefer Valrhona Alpaco; see note)

■

A note on measurements:

I like to keep some on hand as a
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